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 The roots of word paradise have been traced back in the Old Persian term pairi-daêzã, which can be translated as 
“walled enclosure”. In accordance with the etymology, Athanasius Kircher in his Topographia Paradisi Terrestris (1675) 
represents paradise as a surface limited by the presence of four walls, themselves separating two different mediums: the 
savage exterior environment and the prosperous interior of Eden. The moment that Adam and Eve were obliged to cross 
the walls of their enclosed garden in order to find themselves in the exterior chaotic environment, they experienced a 
moment in-between the two realities, where the finite, artificial microcosm and the infinite, organic nature coexisted 
and were both visible during a breathtaking instant. This brief period of time of belonging in neither condition, is direct-
ly proportionate with the thickness of the walls enclosing paradise.
 In order to materialize the tension present in traversing a wall, this project intends to elongate the time of tran-
sition by means of layering metallic perforated surfaces, which when looked at from the exterior, sum up to the opaque 
properties of a regular wall, while occupying however a much larger surface than that of an defined line. This distortion 
of proportions is voluntary, as it reflects upon the sphere of influence of the wall being much larger than its physical 
imprint. The moment of crossing becomes here a medium in itself, where the act of wandering, constantly reveals or 
conceals the surrounding realities in a blurry coexistence of past and future. The project does not intend to act as the 
archetypal definition of the wall being a boundary, but rather as a threshold, staging the moment of a transition while 
simultaneously inciting -as any wall- the imaginary of “the other side”.
 The chosen site (1) presents multiple urban complexities, as it functions simultaneously as a public piazza and 
a passageway towards Piazza Maggiore, while staging the presence of the Fontana del Nettuno which turns its back to 
this hybridization. The project positions itself in an effort to absorb the already existing irregularities without negating 
them, while establishing the qualities of a threshold. The complexity of the coexisting geometries demands of a neutral, 
almost mathematical plan for the project, which becomes nearly labyrinthine through its simplicity, and exaggerates its 
abstract quality and auto-referential character by dealing with the wall as a precise idea of rupture and tensions, rather 
than a physical entity.


